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Paper Shakespeare is a puzzle-platformer game with a strong story that guides you to an
unexpected ending. Using two dimensional cutouts, you’ll navigate a world of paper and
play the role of a maker as he crafts a story that begins in cardboard and expands to
include watercolor, oil pastel, clay and any other medium. Using a story-driven gameplay
engine, the player will meet large groups of characters, each with their own personality
and secret: Go to their homes, care for them, collect their toys, drive them to the store,
and drive them back. As you create these characters your story will unfold. Meet all the
characters you’ll meet in Paper Shakespeare and tailor their stories until they all come to
an unexpected ending. The Challenge of Style: Playing the game involves using scissors
and paper to cut out pieces and characters of cardboard. Each cut represents a pixel. It’s
a way to control the size, shape, and color of each character on the screen. Each cut has a
specific effect on the pixel and when you connect them they have an interaction. The
World of Paper: Paper Shakespeare, features a Paper-World, which represents the real
world. The player is in control of the story. The story is where the gameplay resides. The
player makes story decisions, which affect the gameplay engine. As the story progresses
it’s up to the player to come up with a solution to each story problem. It’s a real challenge
to express the story using paper. The character design is minimalist and every single pixel
represents the size and style of the character. But you don’t have to use scissors. The
artwork for Paper Shakespeare was created using paper. The developers used two-
dimensional paper cutouts to draw characters and scenes out of cardboard. They cut out
the entire scene, every single object in the scene, and then used each piece of cardboard
to make the 2D artwork. How to play the game: The game consists of 3 Acts. For every
chapter you have to take care of 3 different characters, all of whom have their own secret.
Once you reach chapter 6, you have to stop caring about all the other characters and
focus on one more intense story. The path you choose depends on the characters secret
and what the game is leading to, so do not follow a simple “solution”. Play the game with
friends and you’ll receive a unique code for a #TODDOOZE campaign

Features Key:
Main features and functions: Superfast performance, speech recognition, embedded
games, sale
Suitable for 

skating and costume play

Superfast performance:
Cat's delivery as early as year 2003 model,
Older model needs to calibrate first, excellent press and calibration matrix and a
very stable manoeuvering
Accurate and stable as ever:
You could hear the high-frequency noise when skating, but the noise is very low
and fuzziness, then no score, all achieved

Comfortable, simple and no pressure:
Calibration matrix, needles fixed, twice test and stably before sending to
you
On the spot:
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Calibration matrix, needles fixed, twice test and stably before sending to
you
Excellent, reliable and stable:
beats other brands in the skates with a lifetime warranty

All-in-one and $15 save:
calibration matrix, needles fixed, twice test and stably
before sending to you

Ear protection:
It is not necessary, but you can install into the ear
canal, and greatly improve your sense of hearing
Lightness, Excellent performance
We always use hard plastic material for skates in every
single category, which are not rubbery, which brings
good stability
No wonder, the price is normal for this category
It is cheaper than other brands, and more people don't
care about price, just buy it
Two models to choose from:
Basic, advanced
Whether you are ready to learn or already know how to
skate, it doesn't matter, just buy it.

This skate boot is equipped with a specially designed shoe
that is fitted well with the boot
Two shoe sizes available, one for C size (13-16 shoe size) and
another for D+ size (US10-US14 shoe size)
Micromovement technology:
Protect your ears very well by providing hearing protection
and energy conversion, micromovement technology.
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